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Where Are We Now?

T
he study by Hanke and col-

leagues brings to light several

important issues pertaining to

the practice of joint preservation sur-

gery for FAI. First, are standard

radiographs still of any value when

evaluating and treating patients for

FAI, or should magnetic resonance

arthrogram (MRA) be the standard

imaging study? Second, if these

radiographic features are not seen on

standard radiographs, are we diagnos-

ing FAI too late in its natural history?

Finally, do these data support or refute

the concepts of ‘‘universal screening

for FAI’’ or prophylactic surgery?

Standard hip radiographs have been

the mainstay for diagnosis and treat-

ment of FAI for at least two decades.

In 2004, a landmark study [2]

demonstrated that patients undergoing

FAI surgery had a higher risk of poor

Harris hip scores if they were older

than 40 years of age, had Tönnis Grade

2 of radiographic osteoarthritis (OA),

and had MRI evidence of translation of

the femoral head into an acetabular

cartilage defect. Furthermore, for

arthroscopic FAI surgery, Phillipon

and colleagues [7] noted that radio-

graphic evidence of joint-space

narrowing greater than 2 mm were

associated with poor Harris hip scores.

These radiographic criteria have been

used as a means of selecting patients

and avoiding unnecessary surgery and

should still be considered valuable

when evaluating FAI patients.

The current study, however, illus-

trates the power of MRA in redefining

the FAI process, as more than 95% of

patients in the cohort presented had a

Tönnis Grade 0 or 1, but had MRA

imaging findings that were associated

with a poor prognosis. MRA has long

been used as a diagnostic tool to

evaluate the cartilage and labrum prior

to FAI surgery and a few studies have

correlated MRA findings with out-

come [5, 6]. Radial formatted images

have routinely been used to evaluate

the size of the cam deformity. How-

ever, scant attention has been placed

on how these images can detect

radiographic features that portray a

‘‘hip at risk.’’

Up to 90% of total hip replacements

performed in patients younger than 55

years of age have an underlying
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diagnosis of either hip dysplasia or

FAI [3]. The MRA features described

in this study as associated with unfa-

vorable results were seen even in the

youngest patients. These early radio-

graphic MRA findings describe what

should be considered a ‘‘hip at risk’’

and may tip the scale in favor of early

detection of FAI. Should our students,

athletes, or pretty much anybody be

screened for FAI in the same way we

screen for scoliosis? We published

data on a group of asymptomatic ado-

lescent athletes with decreased ROM

[9]. Patients with decreased ROM

were more likely to have radiographic

features associated with FAI and early

cartilage or labral pathology as evi-

denced on MRI. This paper may

further support the concept of univer-

sal screening.

The data obtained from this study

are useful for the surgeon, but should

be interpreted with caution. First, the

features associated with poor progno-

sis were also seen in patients who did

not have radiographic progression or

require a THA. Therefore, there must

be factors other than the initial MRA

finding that must be associated with

progression such as activity level or its

modification after surgery that were

not assessed in the paper, and that may

shift the failure curve up or down.

Secondly, failure was defined as pro-

gression in OA and a Harris hip score

of less than 80 at 10 years. As more

papers on the outcome of FAI surgery

in past 10 years are published, we

should prepare to interpret what should

be considered either a success or fail-

ure of treatment.

Where Do We Need To Go?

There always seems to be a need for

improved imaging modalities for the

diagnosis of musculoskeletal disorders.

The authors have shown the impor-

tance of radial MRA sequences in the

diagnosis of FAI. Despite the costs and

minor risks associated with MRA

imaging, I believe a review of these

radial sequences to detect features that

may be associated with progression of

arthritis should be mandatory in the

workup of patients with FAI.

The surgical treatment of FAI

remains controversial. In the United

States, certain insurance companies

may deny FAI impingement surgery

on the grounds that the treatment is

investigational or not evidence-based.

Two-thirds of the patients in this paper

had favorable results at 10 years with

no progression in OA or need for THA.

Although the current study supports

the concept of FAI surgery as a means

of salvaging symptomatic hips and

helps delineate the patient less likely to

benefit from the intervention, further

attention is needed to determine

whether delaying a hip replacement 10

years should be considered a success

or failure. Should we recommend sur-

gery to manage pain in a young patient

who has MRA features associated with

potential progression of arthritis when

there are no signs OA on radiographs?

The answer to this question is quite

complex and requires a thoughtful

discussion with the patient regarding

his or her expectations.

Although the end result—arthri-

tis—is the same in all patients to get

there, the mechanism of joint degen-

eration is not yet well understood.

Despite previous studies on the natural

history of FAI [1, 4], we still are

missing key information regarding the

progression of OA in the impinging

hip. Our recent paper [8] showed an

increase in degeneration for dysplastic

hips, but no difference in the natural

history in the progression of OA

between FAI and normal hips. All

patients had a contralateral THA,

which we considered a limitation in

our study. Since FAI damage is con-

sidered to be ROM-induced, and

therefore an activity-related phe-

nomenon, then having a contralateral

THA could limit the damage that

occurred in hips with FAI morphology.

It is mandatory for us to better under-

stand the natural history of this

disorder so that we can confidently

continue to recommend impingement

surgery.
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A simple hip exam can detect the

decreased hip ROM associated with

FAI. Hip radiographs will detail the

morphology associated with cam or

pincer impingement, but should we

obtain an MRA with radial sequences to

look for early ominous signs as a way to

give recommendations regarding

sporting participation or activity modi-

fication? This study would favor early

detection of ‘‘hips at risk’’ as a way to

ultimately delay progression in those

that choose to modify their activities.

The value of MRI in FAI has been

established, but we still lack data in

regards to the use of radial sequences for

identifying the early signs of OA such as

those shown in this paper. The repro-

ducibility of these radiographic features

needs to be further studied. The mus-

culoskeletal radiologists associated with

this paper have a vast experience using

radial sequences for the diagnosis of

FAI; can this be reproduced elsewhere,

and is it ready for universal implemen-

tation? Healthcare providers for patients

with FAI including radiologists, ortho-

paedic surgeons, physiatrists, and sports

trainers should be aware and trained in

these relatively new features of a well-

known diagnostic tool.

How Do We Get There?

The MRA findings described in this

paper should be used to design

randomized controlled trials for FAI

surgery versus conservative manage-

ment. The progression of MRA

findings could be used as one outcome

measure to follow for years, and not

decades; time that would be required

to see radiographic evidence of OA.

A screening tool to identify patients

at risk for hip damage would be ideal,

but needs further processing. The

association between activity level and

progression of hip damage needs to be

delineated further. Most importantly,

we would need to decide what to do

with the information, especially if a

change in behavior is expected.

Clearly, early detection of hip disease

would be mandatory in order to pre-

vent progression of OA and the need

for joint preservation or replacement

surgery.

Finally, although the data presented

here are new and intriguing, and they

prompt the need for early detection or

prevention of hip damage caused by

FAI, without further information

regarding the natural history of FAI,

prophylactic surgery should not be

recommended.
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